cLc Learning Platform Best Practice 19
The cLc Learning Platform is supporting teaching and improving learning outcomes in schools around the
world. These Best Practice examples enable teachers to share experiences, ideas and recommendations to
support and aid other teachers tackling the same challenges.
Find more cLc Best Practice along with curriculum maps and ‘How To’ guides & films at www.clcsuccess.com
School: The Henry Beaufort School
LA: Hampshire
Learning Focus: To learn authentically about how religion influences daily live in contrasting countries.
Curriculum Focus: RE, International & Cultural studies > Year 7
Tools used:
Forums

How this worked in practice: Henry Beaufort school have created partnerships with different schools around
the globe including those in Vietnam, Palestine and India. Using the cLc as a central point the two schools
have been able to share information and collaborate even though there are thousands of miles between them.
The two schools have been able to access
forums to ask questions directly to students in other cultures
and countries specifically about religion (in this instance focusing on Islam due to the media interest) thus
learning authentically about real-life experiences of having a religious belief in other global locations.
Each student at the school was partnered with a student from another school as learning partners. Each
partnership follows a similar pattern using a central
forum to encourage questions and responses about
specific aspects of religious life within the locality of the students involved. This has enabled students to have
a much deeper level of understanding of the religions being discussed due to the personal relationships
established through the partnering system, and due to the opportunities available for questioning, extension
and differentiated scope of this task.
By the end of this sequence of work children had developed skills in:
RE: Religion across the world
Learning: Communication, Multiculturalism
Geography: Locality and Cultural Studies
Next Steps: To extend communication to collaboration by introducing opportunities within the cLc to coconstruct knowledge about each religion using a
wiki, or for each child to keep a cultural
blog in their
eportfolio space to share with their international audience.
If you are looking for a partner school in another area of your own country, or another country, please contact
support@uniservity.com

The named teacher has kindly agreed for this example and the relevant contact details, to be shared within the cLc community for other teachers benefit.
www.uniservity.com

